#5141 "C" CLIP - SLAB MOUNTED

3" THICK greenscreen® PANEL, TYP.

#5114 "C" CLIP W/ EXPANSION ANCHOR BY OTHERS - MINIMUM 480 LBS. PULL OUT.

CLIPS SIZED FOR MAXIMUM 3/8" DIA. FASTENER, TYP.

#5105 STEEL EDGE TRIM @ PANEL EDGES (REQUIRED) WITH MOUNTING CLIPS, TYP.

CONCRETE SLAB

#5136 SPACER - 1/2" X 1-1/2" DIA. BLACK UHMW PLASTIC, TYP.

#5142 SPACER 1/2" X 2-5/8" X 1-3/4" BLACK UHMW PLASTIC, TYP.

* Requires #5105 edge trim @ panel edges with clips.

NOTE: Mounting hole in clip is sized for maximum 3/8" dia. fastener - 1/4" dia. OK.
accessories

Our Accessory Items list will provide your project with the necessary edge trims, mounting and joining clips, straps, posts, and caps to match your specified finishes with maximum flexibility.

**5104 Steel Channel Trim**

Used as a closure strip at edges of greenscreen® panels. Recommended on panel edges adjacent to pedestrian traffic or where edge reinforcement for plant maintenance is desired. Not recommended at bottom edge of panel to prevent pooling of water.

**5105 Steel Edge Trim**

Used as closure strip at edges of greenscreen® panels. Recommended on panel edges adjacent to pedestrian traffic or where edge reinforcement for plant maintenance is desired.
HORIZONTAL OVERHEAD PANEL - INSET

*Allows horizontal overhead panels to be mounted between structural members.
*Used to mount panels on top of horizontal overhead structure for continuous plant coverage